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The Valley Before the Mountain

Buddha looked down
From a 333rd Buddha Land cloud
To catch up 
On the theatrical show news.
The finite mini-gods,
In their staked
Spacetime land claims,
Finding and losing love 
Millions of times a day,
Had an unusual aura of sullenness;
Pulpable grief
Pouring up from the earth.
The link in the causal chain
Has finally been met
By the one having egos
Permanently bewitched 
By the image
In Narcissus’s mesmerizing Pool.
After today, 
They no longer give respect 
To their Origin;
Instead, making fables 
So as to make life
One no longer needing explanations
For mind nor emotion.
No longer agents of will;
Now puppets of meat 
In prisons of determination
Reject now eternal birthrights 
As fables of superstition
And foolish naivety.
Gone is intuition;
A gift used to raise suspicion 
When mischief arrives 
To cause havoc and turmoil
Or to rain on their joy filled parades.
Knowing is taboo;
Non-chemical-caused love, too.
Size takes off its relative nature
To cast the spell of Insignificance.
So tiny they are now
That the blood drains 
From all of life's gleanings
Making stones and trees 
Surpass in value 
The ones who dressed them
With names and their meanings.
Journey's path now crosses
Devastation Pass, 
Where the shroud of darkness
Takes siege
And the Player feels full
The terrible effects
Of a lost soul's state.
Phase of the New Moon
And days of sourceless joy;
The light given off,
Now mere shadows cast.
As forewarned in Holy Writ;
"If thy light within thee be darkness, 
How great is that darkness!"
Enough was enough, 
This sorry sight, 
Though He tried with great might,
Could no longer bear it.
Most Beneficent Buddha
Planted a seed 
In a hand-picked womb
Of a chosen vessel
Impregnating their world 
With Divine invigoration.
Holy breath twisting
The lattice loose,
The ego's unconscious invention;
A trap they set,
The same trap that snared them,
While being drunk 
With the waters of apathy.
This moon child alone,
Was keeper of moon's phases;
The one to come,
With solitary goal
To make the moon full again; 
Unfailing promise's sigil;
To restore the loved earth
Right again;
Faithful to Source's plans
From the Mind without limit;
Divine Love and Wisdom 
Demands this creation order willed.

________________________________________________________

Buddha Mind

Mind is mind;
There's only one kind
But mind is claimed
By certain factions
Nothing more than
Chemical reactions.
If our mind be
Chemical reactions;
Causal effects
Of nature's actions,
Who is there
To own anything
If the mind is 
Just the thoughts it thinks?
Who can be said
To suffer conditions;
Mental issues
From particle collisions?
When we speak,
Who's ears hear us?
Chemical reactions,
Even when near us,
Have no possibility
For sound sense experience.
We can act abysmally;
Fail all social clearance;
Could boil the blood
Those thick with thick skin;
Tolerance sky-high,
Violence-prone wafer thin,
Yet Chemical reactions
Could never hate us;
Could never show why
They'd want to despise us.
We could tell tall tales;
Speak lie after lie
But chemical reactions
Won't disbelieve us;
They can't when it's known
The mind's bits and pieces 
Have no skeptic in them 
To hold nay-say reasons.
Were you thinking your mind 
Has what it takes 
To live inside heads,
The skulls DNA makes?
Mind has no border;
Immaterial and formless.
It follows same order
As objects in space does.
Mind is the Nothing;
Cannot be contained;
Contained is the something,
Like objects in space.
The objects are something;
The space is the nothing;
The objects of something
In space's nothing remain.
Following this model 
Is mind's faithful duty 
By containing the skull 
Like all other somethings.
The container, the mind,
Is how order works things;
Brains don't make mind;
Mind contains what your brain thinks.

________________________________________________________

No Net to Catch me 

Reason's hordes lay in wait 
Under dull-lit doorways,
Gripping the cerement 
To wrap me and trap me
And throw me to a watery grave 
Where only the ghosts 
Of fishes can benefit.
Minds of these men only rest
When I am owned 
By a domed dagoba;
The boaster of my bones.
Humor sees fit to allow
The Light of Being,
Whose nature is that of the free-blown
Where nets and snares abide
In their sad isolation.
When the causeless builds a fortress,
The dimensions Be Homeric;
There be no paper so rough 
To scratch the Surface of Impenetration;
The Surface of Mind's Sublimity.
I have no grudge toward 
My foes of infecundity; 
The purveyors of monkeyshines
And border-grafters 
Of theReality Cube.
I'll pluck my song as an ostinato 
To bring them along
Into my Holy Dream.

________________________________________________________

Truth vs. Lies

The sharp sword of truth 
Slays the dragon of lies;
Those wrong who, what, when, 
Where and whys.
It's come to wrestle 
Those lies to the ground.
It's honesty's turn
To buy the next round.
Knowing truth;
Realizing what is;
Not thinking,
Guessing
Or speculation bizz.
Wisdom isn't knowing 
That Understanding can be false;
It's impossible to understand
Unless it's true, 
Nothing else. 
Reason can be used
With evil cunning and stealth
To reason out of truth
Your very own sneaky self.
Believing's not knowing 
What you believe to be true;
When your veins flow with knowing,
Belief starts turning blue.
If you don't know the difference 
Of what is from what isn't,
You won't have the vision
To meet Wise for a visit.
Truth gets established
By wrestling with mystery
Until, tiring in languish,
Truth springs from this misery.
If you fight against truth,
You fight against friendship; 
Foolishly beating black and blue,
The One holding  the Freedom Slip.
The more bolder you are 
Pulling string to truth's bow,
The more easy to win war;
Arrows strike lying foes.
Said :'Truth shall set you free'
Holy choirs got it wrong;
'Belief shall set you free'
Wrong lyrics, wrong song.
Liars worry about questions; 
Fearing the way
They might get answered.
Those in truth
Teach this lesson;
State of peace, 
Their reward's transfer.
Let all know: "No theory-schmeory!"
Tell them how you really feel;
Scientific method, not theory
Now ready for the Real Deal.

________________________________________________________

Infinity

Infinite Being can't be Omniscient;
There are an unlimited number
Of things to experience
One can never get to the end of.
Infinite distance 
Is no measureable space between locations.
Infinite God becomes finite god 
When in material reality. 
Infinite mass 
Is mass with definitions 
For mass and charge removed.
Infinite mass doesn't contribute 
To the linear time phenomenon.
Infinite mass hasn't the nature
To change locations.
Infinite mass 
Is unable to travel with finite velocity 
Any distances in space.
Infinite Mind, 
With mathematical definitions
And set finite values,
Can create a spacetime reality
For experiencing what can't be experienced 
In an Undefined Infinite Timeless Spaceless state. 
Infinite velocity
Is instantaneous travel from departure to arrival;
Zero travel; 
Identical to non-motion.
Infinite velocity 
Is being at the destination
And departure locations instantaneously
No matter what the perceivable distance is between them.
Infinity cannot be beheld;
Infinity is not a number;
It is not a finite value;
A number which can correlate
To an actualized object count.

________________________________________________________

The Infinite

Infinite Mind, 
With mathematical definitions
And set finite values,
Can create a spacetime reality
For experiencing
What cannot be experienced
In an Undefined,
Infinite,
Timeless,
Spaceless state. 
Infinite God
Becomes finite god
When in a material reality.
Infinite time
Has no beginning nor end;
No reason nor rhyme.
Infinite mass 
Doesn't contribute 
To the linear time phenomenon;
Hasn't the nature
To change locations;
Is unable
To travel with finite velocity
Any distances in space.
Infinite distance
Has no measurable space
Between locations.
Infinite velocity
Is being at destination
And departure locations instantaneously
No matter what the perceivable distance 
Be between them.
Infinity is not a number;
Is not a finite value;
Infinity cannot be beheld.

________________________________________________________

Being

Being
Can only explore Itself 
In the not-Self. 
Being
Cannot not exist;
It doesn't rely on any supports
To keep it being.
Being
Can't die; 
Only things can stop being.  
Being ego-trapped
Is when one believes 
That the conceptual self 
Is a real self.
Being free
Is being whole,
And being whole
Is being un-needy,
And being un-needy
Is being un-greedy,
Which makes a man or woman
With this freedom
A non-threat.
Being
Identifies with the form 
It sees in the mirror
And thinks "that's me".
The 'me'
Is the ego of Being.
Being 
Is a verb;
We are human beings.
Being
Is one.
When we see ourselves in others,
Love for other 
Is conditioned.
Being 
Is the act in the present.
'Being' 
Is the operative word
In 'Human Being'. 
Being yourself
Is being your best.
Being yourself 
Is considered a declaration of war
To the Powers that Conform.
Being yourself
Is the only rational option.

________________________________________________________

All

All appearances are perception;
All  perceived,
Only conditioned existence.
All bad 
Comes from deification;
Putting ego on the throne.
All cause-and-effect events
Are able to be predicted;
This makes sense 
When it's understood;
The will is Absolute.
All dimensional matter happened
After you existed;
It has to get to the brain
Before you get to experience it.
All egos;
Slaves to their masters;
The're the negative mental states:
Greed, 
Envy, 
Strife, 
Anger,
Insecurity,
And nasty jealousy.
Fear is being sore afraid
Of nothing but your shadow.
All events happen now; 
Each moment, 
A reference frame;
Limiting perception to just one spot.
From there other frames get names;
Just two: past and future.
All mass objects 
Share velocity values;
When frame rate non-motion events
Pass each one of us by.
All mass objects accelerate
Until they shed all of their weight.
All material universes 
Are as visible as our own;
If light can shine on ours,
Light can shine on all.
All objects 
Are actualized thought
Made with values 
No one can change.
All objects have finite existence;
Cooridinates help us to locate.
All phenomena with beginning events
Start at zero velocity;
Acceleration ends when matched
With the speed of our earth's spin.
All physicality is object nature;
All reality logically deduced.
All that is not Nothing 
Doesn't absolutely exist. 
All the body's movements
In a causal chain of events
Frozen in determination.  
All galaxies you can see
Are seen as they are now;
Space and time don't hook up
Until that space is traveled.
One last thing I'd like to mention
As I share what is that's all;
Humans (now please pay attention)
Are your brothers and sisters;
To decieve them is treason, y'all.

________________________________________________________

Light

Light can only behave 
According to its state; 
One with no event change,
Sealing events' fate.
This prevents light
From having the nature to move.
Light can only illuminate objects;
There's your proof.
Light has 0% rest mass;
We write it: 'e equals c'.
Light has no acceleration rate;
A beginningless, endless flee.
If color in a rainbow's light, 
How fast is it going? 
Tell me,
What's the acceleration rate
If non-motion isn't flowing? 
Light has no differentiation;
No nature to be information.
Light is at every surface seen;
Each and every exposed location. 
Light is constant;
No way to vary.
Light is invisible;
Infinite, necessary.
Light is only seen on surface,
Not in space between them. 
Light is seen at all star sites,
Never seen between them.
Light's non-acceleration nature
Is a non-motion nature. 
Light's non-motion nature is due 
To a uni-location feature.
Lightless space is seen at night.
Why don't we learn our lesson?
Half of earth's always lit with light.
There's no second guessin'.

________________________________________________________

Energy

Energy can't increase;
Energy can't decrease;
It has no acceleration rate. 
You think energy comes to rest?
How could that come to pass?
By becoming not-energy;
Not-energy is mass.
Energy in non-motion 
Is no longer energy.
Energy is in a state;
A state of non-motion. 
Divine Thought puts limit
On infinite properties;
This actualizes potentialities.
Energy is infinite mass;
The photon,
In order to go light speed, 
Must have infinite mass;
Infinite mass--
That's what it needs!
Energy is Mind/Being,
Energy is a verb.
When mass is verbing,
It's a noun that is being.
Always flux,
Never stasis,
It moves continuously,
Always on the move;
Moving through events serially.
Energy is Nothing;
Mass is Something. 
Energy is the medium
That mass is disturbing.
Energy has no mathematical definitions.
To claim it does 
Would be a reality contradiction.
Energy is the Perceiver;
A Perceiver deceived;
When Perceiver is Deceiver,
A deception is conceived.

________________________________________________________

Energy stops, Mass Happens

Tell me something different, 
Won't you?
Tell me something new.
The energy in me recognizing
The energy in you.
If Energy was to come to rest
By the placing of a limit,
No more motion's moves are made
In cold nor warm dry climate.
Flux would change to stasis
Being still as stone, now mass.
The Infinite becomes finite,
Reversal, impossible to pass.
The finite, it's order, in logic's name
Will part as morning dew.
To greet the hug of dissolution
Of the many and the few.
That which is illuminated,
The illuminator's task,
Exists in the illuminator
Like bubbles in a bath.
At constant's singularity 
We find the true location
Neither space or its friend, time 
Received any deep devotion.
Light at zero velocity
Equaling infinite value,
Is arrival from departure's side,
What else can I tell you?
Without space or distance to move,
Light is kept from travel.
Movement was never ever used for 
Instant location arrival.

________________________________________________________

Time, the Fourth Dimension

Time has a claim to fame;
Spacetime's fourth dimension.
To be sure it's a valid one,
Somethings I'll have to mention.
One dimension is one direction
Pointing straight one way;
Length, measures a length section
Every single day.
Another one will measure width; 
We call it dimension two.
Distance units we measure with;
Millions or just a few.
Next one aims toward starlight;
This third completes space objects;
A vector measured for the height
Of all and sundry projects.
These three all describe the way
They take up room in space.
Notice folks, it's now time's turn
To tell about its place.
Proving to us, once for all,
It has dimension nature;
Informing you that motion stalls
Event facts intervention.
In the present moment
Is one non-motion event
The one that came before it,
A past non-motion lament.
The event we haven't come to yet
Is just as still as stone.
We call it future, linear pet;
Non-motion up-ahead zone.
This stack is a length we measure,
One direction to be sure;
The fourth, the time dimension
Making spacetime reality pure.

________________________________________________________

Time Behavior

Time can't actually move;
Only objects move;
Non-motion events move
Relative to our bodies.
Time dilation happens
After an object's velocity
Exceeds its terminal velocity.
Time is Always Now;
There was never not an Always Now.
It's the events that flow;
Pass us like a river.
Time doesn't dilate;
Causal chain frame-rates slow down.
Time stops at the speed of light;
Space contracting to a single location.
Time travel is jumping 
A segment of the causal chain,
Either toward events we've experienced
Or toward events we haven't.
We don't travel into the future 
Or the past;
We simply switch our reference frames
In the Always Now.

________________________________________________________

Linear Time

Linear time 
Begins when the conditions are right;
The conditions can be right 
At any time:
Outside of linear time,
Inside of Absolute Time,
At any time. 
Linear time experience 
Is conditioned on perception
Of an object's location change.
Linear time
Is experiencing a stack of non-motion events;
We could measure the length of this vector 
By the number of events
A segment of measured linear time
Allows a person to experience.
Linear time
Is intervaled time;
From one non-motion event moment
To another non-motion event moment,
And all the ones in between. 
Linear time 
Is spacetime time; 
It has no absolute existence,
But conditioned existence
Appropriate for this reality.
Linear time
Isn't a time that moves
But a perception of the objects
In events,
Changing their location. 

________________________________________________________
Every Single One

Every 3D object we see
Has both bottom and top.
Every dimensional event we see
Is non-motion event stopped. 
Every galaxy that we see
Is an independent one;
Spacetime galaxy universe;
No connection to any other one.
Every location is the center;
Every person on this planet 
Is directly in the center 
Of the top surface of this planet.
Every other object with it
Equally in an equal free fall. 
Every 2D plane is infinite,
2D appears as a 3D ball.
When the vector of the free fall 
Is parallel with an infinite plane,
It will orbit as it falls;
No airports for this aeroplane.
Every non-motion moment event 
Has just three spacial dimensions.
If traveler hadn't gone or went,
There is no linear time dimension.
Every member of our family
Will all get their regeneration
Once the Liar has been ousted,
None for a thousand generations.
Every stranger a potential friend.
This, my friend,
Is something factual;
All your enemies, 
Disguised as friends;
Turn potential into actual.

________________________________________________________
Love


Love is outflow 
And won't experience Itself
Unless it can contact Itself.
Love and Truth
Are neither religions 
Nor denominations.
Love elevates its target
And increases its target's value.
Judging throws its target
Down the elevator shaft.
Loving and judging 
Have a directly proportional
Inverse relationship;
The more you love, 
The less you judge;
The more you judge,
The less you love.
Love is generic;
No particular person
Can condition a love 
Any more special 
Than any other person can. 
Loving the sin
Is loving the sinner;
Hating the sin
Is hating the sinner.
Love
Isn't dependent on behavior.
If it is,
It's an ego thing.
We're loving for the pay-off;
For our own ego's benefit.
Love happens 
When we see the hand inside the puppet
Instead of a handless puppet.
Love is conditioned 
On contacting Itself.
Love your 'you';
It's a construct needed
If one is to have an adventure
In space and time.
 
________________________________________________________

God


God can be Uncaused 
Because God is Nothing.
God hasn't the nature to deceive.
God hates religion 
But loves incarnating into bodies.
God increased His available choices 
By setting limits on the infinite
To create a finite reality.
God is a label for..
The Absolute, 
Unchanging,
Undefined,
Unconditioned, 
Infinite Self.
God is Being what comes natural.
Without God is without Being.
Without Being is without existence.
God is Good. 
They should have never taken that second 'o' out.
God is interested
In our creative freedom,
Not our conformity to standards.
God is love;
When we love someone, 
We're doing the loving.
God is the Egoless One, 
Only wanting to experience 
A spacetime reality through avatars. 
God wears clothing with the brand name: NOTGOD.
God's Word is written
On the tablets of our heart; 
Living words on a living page.

________________________________________________________

Won't Add Up


If God is Something
Did nothing create him?
If God is everywhere 
Does that mean God has to be
In hell for eternity? 
If God is omnipresent
Is he not in hell?
If God is in hell
Does he not bless the inhabitants?
If God made both a plan of salvation
And human genitals,
Why is only one considered appropriate
For religious discussion?
If God is omniscient
Does he know what it's like 
To kill or be killed?
If God is omnipresent 
Is he stuck being roommates 
With the Devil himself?
If God's ways aren't our ways,
Is not God the enemy
To the human way?

________________________________________________________

Something from Nothing


Space is nothing.
Time is nothing.
Velocity is nothing.
Light is nothing.
Energy is nothing.
Mind is nothing.
Subject is nothing.
Love is nothing.
Hate is nothing.
Creator is nothing.
The Perceiver is nothing.
The Undefined is nothing.
The Unlimited is nothing.
Infinity is nothing.
Infinite I is nothing.
Distance is something.
The past is something.
The future is something.
A speed limit is something.
Lamps are something.
Mass is something.
Thought is something.
Object is something.
Body is something.
Creation is something.
Creatures are something.
The perceived is something.
Definitions are something.
Information is something.
Limit is something.
The finite is something.
'we' is something.
Space and time
Can condition the existence of objects.
Distance and velocity
Can condition the motion of objects.
Location and electrons 
Can condition perception of objects
And non-perception of objects.
Energy and bodies 
Can condition bodily animation.
Mind and thought
Can condition ideas and images.
Subject and subject 
Can condition relationship.
Love and body
Can condition sexual intimacy.
Creator and creation 
Can condition the Tao.
Perceiver and perceived 
Can condition the change of mind states.
Perceiver and perceived 
Can condition experience.
Infinity and the finite
Can condition spacetime reality.
The finite proceeds from the infinite.
Finite mind proceeds from infinite mind.
Duality proceeds from the transcendent.
The defined proceeds from the undefined.
Distance proceeds from infinite space.
Linear time proceeds from absolute time.
Mass proceeds from energy.
Finite speed proceeds from infinite velocity.
Personalities proceed from personal energy.
Individual will proceeds from original will.

________________________________________________________

Information


Information,
As waves in the wave state,
Is a disturbance
Or differentiation
In a medium of non-differentiation.
Information
Can only be created by differentiation. 
Information
Has to be fixed to survive.
Information 
Is non-will;
Will is non-information.
Information 
Is real
But not dimensional in format;
The actual universe
Is in an information state;
It gets represented dimensionally 
With particles described by that information
And built by the brain.
Information
Of the cooresponding mathematical definitions
For any particular body-contact
With material
In any particular event
Received by our skin sensory organ
The brain is designed to represent
As tactile sensations 
Causing belief
That the material 
The body is making contact with 
Is the source of the tactile sensation.
Information
Of the cooresponding mathematical definitions
For any particular ear contact 
With sounds caused by objects 
In any particular event
Are received by our hearing sensory organ 
The brain is designed to represent 
With an appropriate sound sensation
Causing belief 
That the seen is the cause of the heard.
Information 
Of the cooresponding mathematical definitions
For any particular mouth contact 
With what enters the mouth
In any given event 
Are received by our taste buds 
The brain is designed to represent
As a taste
Causing belief 
That the source of the taste
Is that which entered the mouth.
Information
Of the cooresponding mathematical definitions 
For any particular nose contact 
With a mass object's smell emission
In any particular event
Are received by our smelling sensory organ 
The brain is designed
To represent as a smell 
Causing belief
That the source of the smell
Is an object outside of one's self.
Information, 
Stretched from one location to another 
By perceptual distance,
Is a wave;
Information, 
When stretched between locations,
Having a finite unit of distance between them,
Is perceived as a wave.

________________________________________________________
Cheat Codes


If you time travel to the past, 
It's not a place that can be past.
Being present in the past
Is Landing in a brand new present.
If you take a moving object
From a space full of objects
And place it in a space
Alone, 
You'll see the nature of this object. 
Instead of object's locomotion,
You'll see it still;
No change in location.
If you communicate, 
Without body's limit,
To sense a dear one's unseen presence,
There's no spacetime to be found in it.
Outside of body,
It's instantaneous.  
If you fight against the truth,
You fight against your higher self;
Your lower self may disagree;
The truth just wants to set you free.
If you want to earn some pride
And feel really good inside,
Achievement of authenticity 
Is courage's most highest seat.
If you don't roll with the punches
And curse all bumpy roads,
You'll need to wear some black sunglasses
To hide black eyes 
Above your nose.
If you find yourself in love,
A love that knows no judgment, 
You've really got a good thing going;
Most envied, 
Sought-for love-nest.
If you wish to take the lead,
Do it by example: 
Law enforcement! 
Lose your guns!
(Or you're going to have your hands full).
If you profess a faith-based faith,
You profess acknowledged ignorance;
You shouldn't spread what you don't know;
That's selling false insurance.
If there be
'tween you and God
A path that keeps you separate,
Remove the distance
This path has;
You'll meet God in an instant.
If you sense some danger near,
Fight the urge to pray.
If things turn really horrible, 
You'll feel you've been betrayed.
If things turn out the way you hoped,
You'll place your trust
In invisible hands,
Getting your news from the Pope,
And living for unearthly lands.
________________________________________________________
No Motherless Child

Micro is the offspring;
A post-generation thing
Of the Macro,
A Parent that's invisible.
Take time and ponder
All things spread out yonder;
There wouldn't be 
A distance to measure
If locations 
Had no Infinite Space
To have a starting spot to start
And another
To allow measurement's end.
There wouldn't be
A linear time,
To watch
Our younger days pass by
And future days
To make our dreams from
If Always Now 
Wasn't Reality;
Now, our Absolute,
Never-changing Time.
There wouldn't be imperfect willing;
You willing this
And I willing that
If Will never willed to give birth to that.
We wouldn't know
Conditional love,
Preferring those most close to us
From those we sit with everyday,
Our commute to work
On train or bus, 
If Unconditional Love,
In undifferentiation mode,
Wasn't the kind
Found we could find,
Being of our Undefined 
And Infinite Mind.
There wouldn't be flawed reasoning 
Without Perfect Reason 
To offer it Its reason for being.
There wouldn't be egos,
Mini-creators,
If a mini-creator Creator 
Hadn't lived before 
To allow the springing forth
Of these little ones' 
From this rich abundant Source.

________________________________________________________

The Only Way


The only way 
To love God
Is to love 'other'. 
The only way 
To love yourself
Is to love 'other'.
The only way 
Human consciousness 
Increases its love/wisdom quotient
Is by not mincing words.
The only way 
One should be acting
Is with non-acting.
The only way 
Animals can reproduce
Is if they are the same animal
Sharing compatible dna. 
The only way
Perception can take place
Is for information 
To be converted
Into particle-based objects.
The only way 
One can travel 
Is to be an object
That can change locations.
The only way
To make a linear time correlation
With spacial distance 
Is by traveling that distance,
Being an object with a velocity. 
The only way 
Velocity can be zero
Or infinite
Is if there is no object.

________________________________________________________

Changes

Change 
Is a perceptual reality;
Changing finite mass 
To infinite mass;
Objectless energy.
Mass size
Would have to reach 
Infinite size;
Changing finite mass
To infinite mass;
Objectless energy.
Non-motion event frame-rate change 
Would have to have
A value of zero;
Changing finite mass
To infinite mass;
Objectless energy.
Perceived distance between locations 
Would have to have a measure
Of zero units of distance; 
The many locations
Becoming one location.
The object's velocity
Would have to reach the constant.
Changing locations
Less than instantaneously 
Will cause a former location
Of the object 
To be perceived as past. 
Changing minds
Is how we change 
Spacetime states.

________________________________________________________

Hell


Hell;
An infinite 2D plane,
As I shall now explain,
Represented geometrically,
Appears as a 3D sphere
Having but a seamless top
(No bottom can be found),
No different 
Than our planet earth,
Fulfilling every fear.
Our Sun,
Hellfire;
A Burning Lake,
Unlike our planet earth,
Has no shore
For saving's sake.
Our hopes 
Have no more worth.
Swimming east, 
Shore never reached.
Swimming west, 
Shores never met;
Though one swims 
Without a rest;
Swimming north, 
A hopeless course;
Swimming south,
Sand meets neither 
Foot,
Nor hand,
Nor mouth. 
The space 
And place determined,
Rejecting your True Friend,
Burns without beginning;
And burns without an end. 

________________________________________________________



The Wisdom of Knowing


If you know 
What the true nature of reality is;
You're on solid ground,
You have a foundation;
A solid move forward in life.
Know
At full capacity.
Knowledge is accumulative
As the number of experiences grows.
Knowing concepts
Isn't knowing reality;
Only reality can be known.
Knowing has no relation
To any brain activity.
Knowing is from Being,
Thinking,
From the brain.
Knowing that our eyes  
Always receive 
And never transmit
Means we know we don't see
Outside of our eyes.
Knowing
That we incarnate 
Into the world we left behind
Conditions the necessary motivation 
For improving the environment 
These incarnations happen in.
Knowing 
Where the dead ends are
Keeps us from getting trapped
In cul de sacs.
Knowledge isn't a collection
Of the ideas of others;
Understand all aspects of reality
Then help out your brothers.


________________________________________________________

Logical Poem


Logic
Is the means for describing reality.
Logic 
Authenticates views. 
Logic
Describes existence.
Logic 
Is discovered, not stated.
Logic 
Doesn't need a brain to validate its truth.
Logical deduction
Forces us to conclude
Subject can only be One;
The One in your body
Is the One in mine.
Logic 
Can't be separated from God;
God can't be separated from reality. 

________________________________________________________

Nope (pt. 1)

There is no before and after 
In the Now and Here;
The Land of "I".
There is no other time than now;
If it isn't now,
It isn't real.
There is no difference between righteousness
And goodness;
To impute righteousness
Is to impute Godhood.
There is no different levels
Of existingness of characters in your mind. 
There is no direct correlation
With linear time
And spacial distance 
Without an object
 Traveling that distance.
There is no linear time 
Connected to spacial distance. 
There are no observable galaxies
In the past.
There is no linear time involvement
In a dimensional material event
With distance in it.
There is no location for light to travel to;
Non-travel is non-motion.
There is no value for infinity.
There is no number 
That can replace the 'c' 
In the equation, e=mc2. 
There is no information
In infinity;
The nature of information 
Is limiting the limitless; 
Defining the undefined;
Taking values
From the valueless.
There is no folded space;
Only atomic-made material 
Can be folded.
There is no light in space;
Only on surfaces of objects.
There is no logical explanation
Given by modern consensus science theories
For the identical mass 
And charge values
Of particles popping in and out 
Of the events 
Our reference frames are in.
There is no music 
Outside the body;
That's exclusively a material reality;
It happens in bodies.
There is no spirit world;
'World' is a perceptual reality
Requiring bodies to see it.
There is no such thing 
As a whole person;
What we think is our person
Is bits and pieces 
Strung together in our mind. 
There is no way 
To get perceptual reality 
Without senses bringing the information 
To the brain;
If it isn't from the senses, 
It's self-created on the fly.
There is nothing to be saved from 
Except lies from religions, 
Government,
And law authorities.
There is no destination;
You don't arrive at enlightenment;
You find out that enlightenment
Is discovering the Journey 
To be everything.

________________________________________________________

Nope (pt. 2)

There are no atheists.
There are theists 
Who have a Creator
Named "I Don't Know".
There are no dimensional objects
To move distances
At the constant.
There are no evil souls, 
Only evil lies.
There are no gravitons;
Why look for particles 
If their theory works without 'em? 
There are no light years;
We can tell how fast light goes 
By watching 
How fast rainbows move.
There are no moving particles. 
There are no winners
Or losers;
Just characters
In their respective roles.
There are only four dimensions
And the dimensionless;
There are three direction vectors
In perceptual space;
Length, 
Width, 
And height.
There is one direction vector
For linear time which measures
The number of non-motion events
That can be experienced
By a perceiver
In any given amount of time.
There are only two coherent states: 
The dimensionless state 
And the spacetime state.

________________________________________________________

The Will

Will and determinism 
Can co-exist.
Will is absolute;
It won't vary
Regardless of infinite looping times
In an eternal regression.
Will doesn't need will power;
Will power is really power 
To fight the natural will; 
Anti-will power.
Will is in the Absolute;
The Infinite or Constant state;
It's what you have
When the brain 
Doesn't provide objects to perceive.
Will is static;
Both DNA code and environment
Of our individual bodies
Are shaped by will;
It Is the same organization 
No matter how many times 
We repeat that life. 
We haven't the means
To do anything differently.
Will is timeless.
Will is spaceless.
For something to have temporary existence,
It must have location co-ordinates in space.
Will isn't something
That can be owned.
Will purposed a perceptual reality: 
Spacetime. 
The information as matter waves
Are meant to be converted 
Into dimensional representation;
It needs a designed information decoder 
To accomplish that.

________________________________________________________
Questions

What is necessary 
For the existence
Of Existence Itself?  
Existence needs one
Who can question
The existence of existence.
Existence needs Now
For a time to thirst.
Existence needs Here
For a place to drink.
Those three, I think.
What is the bible? 
Many would say 
It is mankind's most prize possession,
Both as a sedative 
To put folks asleep
Or global domination staff
To govern lost sheep.
What's the big deal?
What is really real?
It's the information 
And the medium
The information is in.
What is a Federal Government 
But a backyard children's tea party?
Pretend tea for you;
And some pretend tea for me.
What is better?
To be a master or a slave? 
If we want to be a slave, 
We should seek a master. 
If we want to be a master, 
We should seek a slave.
My slave 
Will be my own name
My slave 
Will be my own form.
What is Zen? 
Becoming the Child, 
Experience;
Made by a union 
Between Mother Subject 
And Father Object
For a negative or positive experiment.

________________________________________________________
Bodies


Bodies dwell inside One Soul.
Bodies,
They're all built;
They will also dissolve.
Awareness isn't built.
If it isn't meat and bones,
There's nothing to dissolve.
Bodies,
Simulating space and time,
And bringing info in.
Once it's in,
It takes a ride
For conversion by our brain.
Pressures from environment
Have no way of knowing.
Info coming in as waves
Is what our Mind needs showing. 
Bodies have Designer's purpose,
To see, hear, smell, touch, feel;
Not to wish for Heaven's kind.
The earth is our Big Deal.
Bodies were never meant to be 
A personal vanity project.
That's an inverse inward flow,
Instead of outward flow to objects.
Bodies, 
Same as all mass objects
Made of virtual particles,
Fall in space
Until they can't,
Meeting earthly surface;
People all around the globe,
This surface of a sphere;
Fall omnidirectionally
Not from there-to-here.
All direction no direction,
Exactly both the same.
You'll never find a center
When you're going every way.
Bodies in a spirit realm
Makes no sense at all.
Nor do thrones, 
Robes, 
Wings,
Or trumpets, 
Blowing Armeggedon's call.

________________________________________________________

The Earth-Bound Body 


Ascending up
Is a story of the lost 
On a barren mountain side,
Compassless
And in the void of dark.
Incorruptible body is form.
Can the Son be distinct
From the formless
And be God?
Can his arm reach
Into a cupboard In Beijing
While his foot is massaged
In New Orleans?
New birth
Is a blood bath;
Tiny screams are culled
From the finite surprise
Of material realness
On stainless steel tables.
Only in City Unactuality
Can I be shod
With anti-gravity sandals
To commence a flight
To my darling planet.
The abstract hymen,
Acting as the velvet rope
To all mass particles,
Seeking asylum from space-time,
Will allow my infinite cock 
To penetrate
And make fertile 
The potentials of the Undefined.
The machinations
And social engineering
That bind minds
To a bio-genetic co2 generator
Can now be allowed
To fall to the wayside. 
Brethren and sisteren find the guard asleep,
Pull the heavy skeleton key
Loose from its ring 
And make like the Jews
Celebrating a new Feast of Lots.

________________________________________________________

Don't Do It


Don't accept those answers
That grant no understanding.
There's no value to just thinking;
Be the know-and-understander.
Don't own
The thoughts you think,
Obscuring you from candor.
Instead,
Try very hard to think,
"Today,
A thought has come my way, 
A thought, to me, is visiting; 
It never stays here very long. 
Not moving in, 
Just visiting".
Don't you dare believe the hype;
This world;
Neither young nor old;
It's in eternal endless loop,
The 'wheel of suffering and death'.
Don't try 
To tell me what you think.
That puts you in the dark.
If you're unsure 
Your thoughts are true,
It's way outside the park.
Calling "I" your consciousness;
Awareness, too, is error;
The "I" needs more 
Than just Itself
To make that usage fair; 
Don't think that all your words
Are concepts;
Some words act as pointers;
Real stuff 
Needs words for pointing,
To things we are referring.
Stop!
Quit living in the past.
Existence:
Always Now.
If we wander to the past, 
We're playing with ghosts now.
Never separate raw experience
From meaning they're couched in;
Like 24 carat diamond rings, 
We have the precious gem;
Meaning needs a plethora 
Of things
To weave a narrative;
Without those things 
To craft a story,
Meaning becomes a fugitive.
Important,
Significant thing to note;
Experience:
Whole piece jewelry;
Not just precious stone it's in.
The setting's the stone's glory.
Don't wish to be 
What you are not,
A warning if you do:
You're setting up yourself to lose;
Life boots you if you do.

________________________________________________________

Religion


Religion
Says humans are born in sin.
Sin is an act.
You can't be born in an act.
You can only be born in a body.
Religion 
Places emphasis on 'getting from God' 
Rather than one
Who's been bought with a price,
Belonging to the Divine
To be used without permission.
Religions and sects
Are not Living Branches
Used by Divine intervention;
They are dead sticks
Trying to imitate Divine Life.
Religion
Can cause its members
To perceive those outside of it 
To be their chosen deity's enemies. 
Religion 
Is removing individual divinity; 
Placing it in opposition 
To the individual.
Religion
Has us pretending 
We don't want to do the stuff 
Other people do.
Religions 
Are designed to turn good people
Into bad people,
Not bad people
Into good people.
Religion 
Is hijacking the Divine
For purposes of control.
Religion
Is the Behavioral Modification Industry 
And a hive facility producer. 
Religions 
Are the System's way
Of controlling spirituality
And making us pay for it.
Religions
Coax us to the wrong source of truth;
Packaged
And sold for a price
As books and week-end seminars.
Religion
Makes the Creator of billions of galaxies
A tribal god
On one planet in one galaxy.
Religions 
Preach the evils of being selfish
But the purpose of the self
Is to be a self;
Not a not-self.

________________________________________________________

Jesus

Jesus was a Taoist,
Not a Jew:
"I
black :: finite
Am in my Father,
white :: infinite,
And my Father,
white :: infinite,
Is in me";
black :: finite.
Jesus said,
"Money is Caesar's".
Did you give your money
To Caesar
Or to God?
Jesus said,
"The truth will set you free"
Not:
"A belief will set you free".
Jesus 
Was just a regular person,
Just like you;
Just like me;
Who happened to get enlightened,
Who set himself free.
Jesus said,
If his works aren't Divine,
We aren't to believe.
Jesus claimed dependency
On the Divine One up above;
Can a Divine One be a slave
To anyone?

________________________________________________________

Five Symptoms of Indoctrination


This poem will tell 
Of symptoms you'll find
Harbored by those
Of the inoctrinationally inclined.
Five are most dreadful,
Those will make do 
To warn all that read ,
To identify their clues. 
Exploding mines to the mind
In dark woods of theology;
A place to lose one's way;
Nets buried inches beneath 
This faith-based ecology.
We must take you first
To this repulsive affliction;
Self righteousness instilled 
By this God-flavored fiction.
Next, one can't deny
The power of doctrine
To force you to deny
Your natural personal expression.
Third symptom to address:
Perceptions get skewed
Causing one to see wickedness
Maintaining spiritual feud.
If truth be told,
You're alone in the ring
With some unconcerned dude
Flailing away at your conjured ghost:
You, 
One of two to be in the mood.
Four, being victim's punching bag
By unnecessary guilt
And guilt's cousin, shame;
Pulling away life's joy quilt
In this most unholy holy game.
We end this list 
Of pious malignancy,
Speaking of these 
Programmers' words
That put you to work 
On this base indignity;
Construction of walls
To keep pure the herds.

________________________________________________________

Only


Only objects
Have the nature for spacetime reality. 
Life isn't an object;
It is outside spacetime.
Only mass 
Is created;
It has no awareness nature.
Only bodies
Can travel distances.
Outside the body,
It's an objectless and distanceless state.
Only egos 
Can be enlightened; 
The ego is realized as a concept.
Only an ego 
Can appreciate honor.
Does God have an ego?
Can He appreciate what's been offered
By the worshipers of God?
Only egos
Can be saints or sinners.
Only the absolute
Absolutely exists.
Only the undefined
Is absolutely real;
It doesn't depend on conditions to exist.
Only Nothing
Can create somethings.
Only drug users
Are privileged with the experiences 
Of being wasted on drugs.
Only the Living Buddha
Can falsify the theory
That the earth orbits the sun.

________________________________________________________
Objects


Object nature 
Allows location change,
Finite velocity, 
Distance travel,
Giving an observer
The opportunity to experience 
A linear time illusion.
Objectless energy
Hasn't the nature 
To either gain or release. 
Gain and release 
Is strictly object nature.
Computers are objects
And will never be conscious.
For a computer
To become 'subject'
It would have to exist
In a state 
Where a Subject can exist. 
This is the infinite state
(no space, no time).
Objects exist in Subject
Just as mass exists
In Energy 
And thought exists
In Mind.
Objects have a finite velocity.
Objects in space 
Will find the velocity
That gives them 
A weightless value.
Once that velocity is reached It holds 
Unless another mass object 
Causes resistance.
Objects in spacetime
Obey the Law of Causation. 

________________________________________________________
Did You Know?


Did you know
There's never a reason to be sorry
For being born human
In a spacetime reality?
[It was purposed for experience]
Did you know
Humans are avatars
Of the Egoless Creator
Who live vicariously
Through these temporary life spans?
Did you know
There's no time for light 
To go anywhere?
Did you know
There's no place for light
To go anywhere?
Did you know
There's only one HERE?
The Locationless Location, 
The Shoreless Shore?
Did you know
There's two Jesus'
In the bible?
A real one who isn't Jewish
And a fictional one that is?
Did you know
There's only one Holy Spirit?
If It isn't teaching you, 
Your ego is.
Did you know
There's only One worthy
To rule this planet?
Only Love,
The Anti-Judge.

________________________________________________________

To Be or Not To Be


To be in harmony with what is,
It's crucial to know
That "I" is reality,
Not what most Buddhist teachers teach.
To be trapped
In the left hemisphere of the brain
Is to be trapped in the material.
When the Light comes in contact
With the left-brained, 
The darkness comprehends it not.
To correlate linear time
With spacial distance, 
An object must be traveling that distance.
To enter an event 
In the past or the future,
It would require
A birth in a body;
In the event you were attempting to enter.
To free someone 
Is to release someone from victimization. 
To pardon someone
Is to excuse a persecutor.
To identify as human
Is to identify with the human form.
To know the difference
Between the Self 
And the not-Self, 
Between the perceptually-dependent reality
And perceptually-independent reality 
Is to remove delusion.
To know your True Self 
Makes living as an ego ideal.
To make finite properties 
From infinite properties, 
Differentiation is caused
In the non-differentiated. 
To make something finite
Is to set a limit on it.
To make this planet compatible 
With human fulfillment, 
Humanity should be socialized
In community sizes, 
Not unmanageable countries 
With twenty-five to fifty million citizens.
To realize we are the Buddha 
Is to realize we aren't the ego.
To say something is relative
Is to say the measurements
Or values change
When the reference frames change. 
To say something moves
Faster than the speed of light
Is the same thing as saying 
Something moves slower 
Than non-motion.
To say that something ought not be 
Is saying that God
Did something he shouldn't have done. 
You called God a sinner.

________________________________________________________
Ours


Our Being is perfect.
Love is perfect.
Our body-personality isn't perfect.
It wasn't meant to be.
Our body-personality 
Acts like a conduit.
The conduit 
Will cause the expression
To have a unique signature.
Our desire isn't something
We had anything to do with. 
Stopping what we're born with
Is stopping what we are:
Attempting to be something else.
Our ego
Is our body-personality;
It individualizes Being's expression.
Our imaginations 
Assist us in interpreting experience
To match beliefs
Even when beliefs 
Don't match with reality.
Prayers aren't heard;
Being 
Can only be conversed with
When it's in bodily form.
Our universe 
Is a subjective one...
One that takes place
In our mind
When the brain 
Converts the universe
Into its information state.
Our job 
Is to be rooted
In the right Ground.
Our natural will 
Knows how to not try. 
Our natural will
Knows how to  just be. 
Our work 
Should be to create a human organizaton
That allows equality 
Rather than an authoritarian hierarchy. 

________________________________________________________
When This Then That


When truth confronts lies,
Sparks fly!
When delusion is removed, 
Divine will manifests Divine actions.
When Infinite becomes finite,
Perfect becomes imperfect.
When Energy becomes defined,
It becomes mass, the not-you.
When energy becomes finite, 
It takes on a nature 
Opposite of its Original Nature. 
When God's Word becomes flesh, 
That flesh knocks over tables
And tells you to look within for the Teacher.
When ego thinks it's the source of good,
It becomes the false light. 
If our light be dark, 
How great is that darkness.
When the "I" enters many bodies,
It becomes the "we".
When the ego takes credit for Buddha wisdom, 
The Buddha becomes trapped in the ego.
When all egos realize they belong
To the same ego-Owner, 
They'll realize hurting another ego
Is hurting their own.
When one is fully aware 
Of how reason can be used 
To reason ourselves out of common sense,
We will be less vulnerable to self-deceit.
When the seeking will obtains what it's seeking,
The conditions are right
For the state of happiness to arise.
When 'want' isn't conditioned,
We always have 'be' to fall back on.
When will is fulfilled,
The Creator is pleased.
When is it ever going to get better? 
The moment your acts make it so.
When all hearts beat for the whole of humanity, 
The Garden will be paradise again.

________________________________________________________
Brass Tacks


Your Higher Power is really You 
And not some fearsome God.
You all will soon discover this
When your finite all falls off,
Relinquishing first name and last,
Dropping form to Bottomless Sea
Like lure from a fishing pole's cast,
Or sugar cubes into tea.
You will be left there standing
On Eternity's legless legs
In nothing less than shamelessness;
Neither young nor old, your age.
And what of that mysterious mind?
Contrary to what's been told,
Your mind isn't inside your skull.
Skulls indeed need form to hold.
Your skull is found inside your mind,
Like fish inside the ocean; 
Sea life of every kind
In their watery commotion.
The brain acts as brainwasher 
To both convince and to conceal;
Convince you what isn't 
And conceal what is real.
Your mind must transfigure 
The angel into a demon 
Before you can have it
In your heart
To desire this sweetheart leaving.
Your personality is really just
Illusion full of fun
With perception in hypnotic gaze
Or staring at the sun.
When mirror and your eyes first meet,
The spell's already working.
You look and say,
"There I am!",
The truth you treat by shirking.
When the body you use dies,
The personality dies with it.
You will be another guy,
Or girl to play life different.


________________________________________________________
Nothing


Space is nothing;
Only something can curve. 
Nothing exists in spacetime; 
It's called space and time.
Time is nothing. 
Spacetime is nothing.
Nothing becomes something
By limiting the limitless.
Nothing is in stasis. 
Nothing is the Cause 
Of all somethings.
Nothing is the only thing
That absolutely exists.
This leads us to believe
That spacetime fabric
Is made mostly of irony.
Somethings are form;
Only form can be transformed. 
Some things never be
But are always objects.
Something comes from Nothing. 
How can that be? 
Nobody knows how it can be, 
So just accept it.

________________________________________________________
Zero


Zero distance;
Space;
Is no measurable space 
Between locations. 
Zero is as infinite;
It cannot be multiplied
Nor divided.
Zero isn't a number
If we can't have a number 
Of zero things to perceive. 
Zero mass
Is an object
With no value 
for mass or charge.
Infinite mass
Is mass with definitions
For mass and charge removed.
Zero mass
Is the same
As infinite mass;  
When we take limit
Off of mass 
There's nothing to weigh 
Or measure 
Which is the same
As a mass object that wasn't there.
Zero time and infinite time
Is the same thing. 
'Now' is zero seconds long
And never ends.
Zero velocity
Is non-motion. 
Infinite velocity
Is instantaneous travel 
From departure to arrival 
And is identical to non-motion.

________________________________________________________
What About Me


You are only an enemy to yourself
If you treat others as enemies.
You can tell 
What side the world is on 
By the winners it picks.
You are
The Unchanging One
Believing that you 
Are the changing one.
You as 'cup' 
Make wonder 
Out of Living Water poured into it.
You reach the Other Shore
When you Realize
You are on the Other Shore.
You know the truth 
By realizing what it is, 
Not thinking what it is.
You can't be let down
If you're a giver.
You can't cheat 
When there isn't any rules.
You can't know anything
In theory. 
You can't separate
The act from the actor.
You can't own virtues.
You can be virtue.

________________________________________________________
How?

How 
Can we call our leaders good 
When they spend our tax dollars 
On Israel and the fake space race?
How 
Can there be more than one being 
If only objects in space and time
Can be plural?
How 
Can reality be the Pantheist's non-duality
If paintings can't paint painters
And poems can't write poets?
How 
Can it be wrong to sin
If only God can be Good?
How
Do concepts such as 'sacred' and 'profane' 
Get produced by neurological causal relationships?
How
Do we characterize a religion 
That makes heroes out of abortion doctors,
Guaranteeing children a seat in Heaven
By sending them away before the age of accountability? 
How 
Do we abandon desire 
Without the desire to abandon desire?
How 
Do we believe in an expanding universe 
When our constellations
Are stars in fixed configuration?
How
Beneficial can it be to learn a theory
About how our world works
When the theory's glue is a guess? 
How 
Has egoic pride convinced us
That we can outsmart our own Infinite Divinity?
How
Long did it take to cut the average foreskin off 
Before the invention of the scalpel?
How
Can they say we're only animals
If lions and tigers don't have to pay taxes?


________________________________________________________

Can It Be?


Can we ever contact 
Our long since dead relatives? 
We need to first ask ourselves
What it is a relative is.
It is a body sharing DNA,
Not a nebulous runaway.
Can disembodied observers
Exist in space and time?  
No one sees us all alone, 
Being it's the sensory kind.
Can infinity be proven? 
Of course it can!
What does finite mean? 
It has a limit span. 
In order for limit to be made,
That phenomena must first be.
Out of an endless motorcade
We have two cars or thirty-three.
Can it be understood 
Before feathers had evolved,
That featherless birds 
On tree branch stood;
Wings and body bald?
There's no reason to assume
Evolution was in the fight
When in process,
Ignorance loomed.
Was the body capable of flight?
Can the brain be functioning 
As a process to represent
Information processing
Environmental pressure vent?
Can there be happiness 
Without knowing what is sad? 
Pleasure without feeling pain?
Appreciation we would not have.
Can we not celebrate 
Our supremely valued selves
In the Spirit of joy and love,
Without gods or little elves? 
Can we send love to the world
By speaking out the words?
Love is you when manifesting actions
(not just words).
Can you switch awareness
From owner of your path
To spectator experience immersed, 
Interact and laugh?
Enjoying an amusement ride 
With no horse to come in first;
That's the Living Water
That quenches every thirst.

________________________________________________________
Puzzled


Towering King Koan leans
As he stands on the unanswered
To the curious Empire's state,
Building flowers in their planters.
In the waves of its wake
And necessary to their solving 
The questions
On their brave quest,
Repetition's constant moving;
A make-shift mantra mutiny,
A pirate pirates meaning
To what it is they're feeling
And end to resolve's futility.
How it never ends,
Never-ending longevity,
Is the removing of the Then
From all statements with an If.
All settings set to 'normal', 
'Loop' keeps from edge's cliff;
Tireless run-on sentence;
A blessing and a gift.
Befuddled were the citizenry,
No fine sand there to sift.
Superhero Superman
Really never was God's gift.
How can it be?
How are they able
To stuff big stuff into little stuff?
The huge into the tiny?
Goldilocks's paradoxes;
Look closely for the middle.
It isn't really all that tough
To find her and her fanny
Sitting in the middle
Behind curtains, behind doors.
Answers in strange runes
Come popping to the 'fore. 

________________________________________________________

We


We are all gloriously made
In the Divine image of God.
We all intuitively know this 
If we listen to what's within.
We are different from other species.
We give them their meaning
They receive what they're given.
We are in the New Aeon 
Where we find our lover in everyone;
Everyone seeing a lover in us.
We are the Creator, 
The Deceiver and the Deceived. 
We are the nonsense of God
And as nonsense, 
We wish to make more, 
And, 
You know, 
So we should.
We are the timeless, spaceless observer,
Making meaning out of all observed;
Writing our 3D immersive story 
With no limits to movie scripts.
We aren't the character in our sleeping dream. 
We aren't the character in our waking dream.
We aren't the owner of what our avatar is owning.
We aren't to take credit for what manifests.
We are to be thankful conduits;
Vessels blessed by being blessed.
We can measure our awareness
By checking our level of empathy.
We can understand God
From all living things. 
We can understand what God isn’t 
From all things missing life.
We can't become what we aren't. 
We realize what we are.
We have no ability to die. 
Now and Here are stubborn;
They refuse to let us go.
We can't die for the simple fact
We are non-mass being;
Only mass has an expiry date.
We might as well,
Just as well,
Make ourselves comfortable.
We can't falsify something that does not exist.
We can't see Absolute Existence.
We can only see what we see; 
We could no more influence
The outside world 
Than influence a movie scene.
We don't have to prove things;
It's good enough to understand them.
We don't need opinions;
We need to know 
And understand, then.
We don't identify with difference.
We work better with commonality. 
We have nothing to prove to anyone
(dead men tell no tales):
Both our women and our men 
Make acquaintance with the grave.
We need to find the time
To find a way 
To transcend our deceiving brain
If we really want to find 
What it is that really is.
The sunshine hides in clouds,
That fire.
To see we need to reach a bit higher
Past all the freezing rain.
We is "I" in chemical reality.
We know that 'will' isn't natural at all;
A supernatural phenomenon
That moves us through the dark.
We all live in the Absolute,
Only perceiving the virtual.
We need to drop our egos
And our redundant beliefs. 
We should always be aware
Of how we affect the other species; 
Their pain hurts just as much 
As the pain experienced as ours.
We shouldn't believe anything. 
Everything should be realized.
We were meant to do more 
Than just pay our bills,
Fuck off and die;
It starts with an 'F', ends with an 'N' 
And has YOU in the middle.
We would do well 
To stay true to our path;
It may not be the wide one
That leads to destruction.


________________________________________________________

Stupid Ideas


Stupid ideas, 
The origin of an outcome 
From heads of the stubborn 
Too lazy or dumb
To make good use 
Of our power to apply
The much-needed thought
For weeding out error
From our true treasure: truth. 
There is no excuse.
Might is right?
Dad would win all fights.
When children are newly born,
A raise of his boot,
A quick slam own,
Another successful 
Championship title defended.
Let's start working now,
On those dead child's 
Pressing funeral plans.
Humans are animals?
We don't go to prison,
After a day of ducking hunting;
Three dead in the back 
Of the pickup truck,
To serve justice 
With a 20 year sentence.
Obeying rules is 
A valuable human outcrop?
Obeying a will 
Outside your own
Makes you your own pretender
To your own personal throne. 
People no longer 
Have relations with you; 
They're tolerating a version, 
A cardboard you.
We are the body?
If you are the body, 
You have the unenvious 
Unfortunate position
Of belonging to me;
An owner's proposition.
You're left with a vulnerable,
Ownerless you;
I plan on taking full advantage 
And do as I wish I could to you.

100 KOANS 

------------------------------
KOAN 1:
If size is determined by measuring the size of the area an object's surface takes up in space, how do we measure the size of the non- material? What of an immaterial being can cause the taking up of space?
------------------------------
KOAN 2:
If color and sound are natural, is it supernatural before the manifesting of either (before the rainbow's rain and the flute's note-making)?
------------------------------
KOAN 3:
How does the moon and the earth avoid contact if their gravity centers are pulling on one another?
------------------------------
KOAN 4:
How would an observer effect take place knowing the eyes are receivers of information and not transmitters?
------------------------------
KOAN 5:
How is it that on a windless day the air can maintain the same speed as the earth's?
------------------------------
KOAN 6:
How does the place we have our dreams during sleep differ from the love ones we meet during a near-death experience?
------------------------------
KOAN 7:
What does a dead mind look like?
------------------------------
KOAN 8:
Can Nirvana be at peace with Samsara?
------------------------------
KOAN 9: 
How do we know that there is no Knower?
------------------------------
KOAN 10:
If we are love and we can hate does love have the capacity to hate?
------------------------------
KOAN 11:
If earth has a bottom, did birds learn to fly upside down?
------------------------------
KOAN 12:
How do concepts such as 'sacred' and 'profane' get produced by neurological causal relationships?
------------------------------
KOAN 13:
How do we abandon desire without the desire to abandon desire?
------------------------------
KOAN 14:
How do we see our thoughts without using eyes to do it?
------------------------------
KOAN 15:
Is the infinite less or more than the finite? Explain.
------------------------------
KOAN 16:
Is there ever a time we can say "I am there" and be telling the truth?
------------------------------
KOAN 17:
Being all, there is nothing that could be non-home. What causes the state of being lost?
------------------------------
KOAN 16:
If there is no 'you', who is skeptical of the 'you'?
------------------------------
KOAN 17:
If size is relative, is the earth bigger than the moon?
------------------------------
KOAN 18:
What came first? Being or Mind?
------------------------------
KOAN 20:
Can we differentiate our holy laugh from our mundane laugh? What is it that makes one distinct from the other?
------------------------------
KOAN 21:
Can probabilities exist? Explain.
------------------------------
KOAN 22:
If space expands, should we not feel expanding pressure between us and the objects in our environment?
------------------------------
KOAN 23:
Why can a chimpanzee's nudity be less indecent than a human being's nudity?
------------------------------
KOAN 24: 
If starlight is omnidirectional, what direction did light bend when it was bent by gravity?
------------------------------
KOAN 25:
If we have a self can we be selfless?
------------------------------
KOAN 26:
How do constitutions create rights if humans didn't have the right to have them before any constitution was formed?
------------------------------
KOAN 27:
If the brain does things to fool the mind, how can the brain produce what it fools? What environmental pressures could be responsible for such brain functions?
------------------------------
KOAN 28:
If color is light and light goes the speed of light, how fast is a rainbow moving?
------------------------------
KOAN 29:
Would God be natural if God existed?
------------------------------
KOAN 30:
Why does a spring gain weight when it gets compressed if energy has nothing to cause weight?
------------------------------
KOAN 31:
Where do ghosts get their non-material clothing?
------------------------------
KOAN 32: 
Why does the earth have a center but we can't find the bottom?
------------------------------
KOAN 33: 
If electrons pop into existence from nothing, why are their highly specific values for mass and charge always perfectly consistent?
------------------------------
KOAN 34:
How do objects know to not exceed a velocity past the one that causes the weightlessness effect when falling through space?
------------------------------
KOAN 35:
Why is there phenomena that can be described in math such as 'object' and other phenomena that can't be described in math, such as 'will'?
------------------------------
KOAN 36:
Why will energy only move if it's clothed in materiality?
------------------------------
KOAN 37:
If God has no ego, how would it benefit from being worshiped and recognized? If God does have an ego, how was it obtained? 
------------------------------
KOAN 38:
If concepts are no longer concepts when they become actual events, why do we say concepts taught in science class represent actual events?
------------------------------
KOAN 39: 
If time stops at the speed of light, how many seconds does light have available to travel from our sun to the earth?
------------------------------
KOAN 40:
If an object has to gain infinite mass to reach the speed of light why isn't the photon said to be an object with infinite mass?
------------------------------
KOAN 41:
If an object is limited by its measurements, what is it if we remove its limits so that it becomes measureless?
------------------------------
KOAN 42: 
What causes the phenomenon, empathy, if there is no one to empathize with?
------------------------------
KOAN 43:
If we lack ego, what have we gained?
------------------------------
KOAN 44:
What causes us to know the difference between music and noise if there is no one to hear it and no one to tell us what that difference is?
------------------------------
KOAN 45:
Where did space and time first meet?
------------------------------
KOAN 46:
If making a square infinite is removing the lines that define it as finite, why does it look the same as no square at all once the definitions are removed?
------------------------------
KOAN 47:
How can we be held against our will but a cardboard box can't be held against its will?
------------------------------
KOAN 48:
What keeps reality and logic from ever being in conflict?
------------------------------
KOAN 49:
If stars are many light years away, why can we see them the moment we cast our gaze in their direction?
------------------------------
KOAN 50:
How does giving an animal a name create a bond between us and the animal?
------------------------------
KOAN 51:
Knowing that time stops at the speed of light, what is a light year describing?
------------------------------
KOAN 52:
What is the phenomena that can't be described by the language of math? Why does both information and non-information exist?
------------------------------
KOAN 53: 
Give me the coordinates to the source of light's location. Don't forget that its nature doesn't allow it to rest.
-----------------------------
KOAN 54: 
What causes paradoxes to exist in reality?
-----------------------------
KOAN 55:
If we are our body and our body is ownerless, who is being victimized if someone takes our body as their property?
------------------------------
KOAN 56:
What is it that makes us understand injustice? What is it about an innocent man paying for a crime he wasn't responsible for unacceptable to our sensibilities?
------------------------------
KOAN 57: 
What is the linear time dimension measuring?
-------------------------------
KOAN 58: 
If we removed every last particle from space, how would that space differ from nothing at all?
------------------------------
KOAN 59:
If two science models describe reality differently, how can they both be scientifically valid when one must necessarily be erring in its description of reality?
------------------------------
KOAN 60:
If there is no one to will creation, why can an effect happen without a prior cause (a particle with values for mass, spin and charge popping into existence, for instance)?
------------------------------
KOAN 61:
How can potential energy exist without being actual energy?
------------------------------
KOAN 62: 
Why is it claimed that a God can be both omnipresent and omnipotent when being omnipresent prevents this God from being localized, which is a requirement for lifting a localized object?
------------------------------
KOAN 63: 
If we are One with the source of all that is, how can there be a path between us and that source?
------------------------------
KOAN 64: 
How do the experiences we have in our dreams differ from experiences we have in our non-sleeping reality?
------------------------------
KOAN 65:
What is the shape of a straight line that has no beginning and no end?
------------------------------
KOAN 66: 
How does one let go of their anger if anger isn't being held by anything and it has no other place for its existence?
------------------------------
KOAN 67:
If Goodness is illusory, how could one obtain sainthood or suffer the shame of a sinner?
------------------------------
KOAN 68:
If there is no one that exists that can be called superior, what causes the inferiority complex?
-------------------------------
KOAN 69:
What is it that produces illusion?  If we are the illusion-believers is there an illusion-creator distinct from the illusion believer? If we are the creators of the illusion, how could we be deceived?
-------------------------------
KOAN 70: 
How does the object, photon, illuminate objects? 
-------------------------------
KOAN 71: 
Are sensations part of us? If so, where does that part of us go when a different sensation takes its place? If the sensation is other than us, what is it that is experiencing the sensation?
-------------------------------
KOAN 72: 
What is wiser? To give great time and consideration to a decision that has the potential to have great life-changing consequences or to be the lazy man in the oarless canoe allowing to be taken down the path of least resistance? Give a reason for your answer.
-------------------------------
KOAN 73: 
What causes the will of contradiciton? One will wants to eat a second piece of chocolate cake and the other will wants to stay a mile away from all pieces of cake. 
--------------------------------
KOAN 74: 
Why is it claimed that the immaterial soul dwells in the material body when we notice our material planets dwelling in immaterial space?
--------------------------------
KOAN 75: 
If no change takes place, can time be measured? Explain your answer.
--------------------------------
KOAN 76: 
How does the brain know that a sensation of heat needs to be experienced in a way that makes us believe that sensation comes directly from the heat of the sun on to the surface of our skin when sun's stimulus triggers the sense recievers on our skin and a signal is sent to the brain to be interpreted but it never interprets it in a way that is incongruous to our perceptions of our environment?
--------------------------------
KOAN 77:
What keeps constellations from losing their configurations if the space in the universe has been expanding for billions of years?
--------------------------------
KOAN 78: 
What allows the phenomenon, brute force, if form, which is empty, has no actual substance?
---------------------------------
KOAN 79: 
Who is objecting to objectification when a person claims they're being objectified? If there is no Subject, why complain in the first place?
---------------------------------
KOAN 80: 
Can you tell me what a person does with the square root of the value found for light's speed to have it be any way helpful to a problem they're trying to solve?
---------------------------------
KOAN 81: 
If weight is caused by gravity and free fall is caused by gravity, why is it that an object, during free fall experiences weightlessness?
---------------------------------
KOAN 82: 
What is the source of the OUGHT and the SHOULD?
---------------------------------
KOAN 83: 
If objects are inherently empty, how are they able to have location coordinates?
---------------------------------
KOAN 84:
Knowing all form is emptiness, what are we being intimate with when experiencing intimacy?
---------------------------------
KOAN 85:
Why aren't humans ever born with ability to crochet sweaters but spiders are always born with the ability to spin webs?
---------------------------------
KOAN 86:
What were the chances that the bodies feathers evolved on were of a shape and size conducive to flight ability? What kept these animals warm before feathers first manifested in the evolutionary process?
---------------------------------
KOAN 87:
Why does evolution have a contradictory choice preference in size scaling for environmental combatibility? We have the tiny-to-large scale of the microscopic one-celled organisms-to-whales and the large-to-smaller scale of dinosaur-to-birds we can hold in our hands.
----------------------------------
KOAN 88: 
If form is emptiness, what is substance?
----------------------------------
KOAN 89: 
Can a body of teachings be cherry-picked to support personal bias if the teachings have no inconsistency?
----------------------------------
KOAN 90: 
How can that which has no definitions to prove it exists have existence, i.e, space that the universe has its home in and the present moment, 'now', which has no beginning or end?
----------------------------------
KOAN 91: 
What is consciousness when there is no phenomena to be conscious of? What is awareness when there is no phenomena to be aware of?
----------------------------------
KOAN 92:
How would Moses be able to tell if the burning bush was the True God and not some demon imposter trying to beguile him?
----------------------------------
KOAN 93: 
If God's ways are not our ways, wouldn't that make us in his unlikeness rather than his likeness?
----------------------------------
KOAN 94: 
If, in the eyes of God, justice is satisfied if a scapegoat takes the place of the guilty, would guilt be removed from a murderer if his innocent brother did the prison time for him?
----------------------------------
KOAN 95: 
We experience both negative and positive mental states. What is the cause of this contrast and how do we identify which is which?
----------------------------------
KOAN 96: 
What's the difference between actual righteousness and the self-righteousness that we perceive as a thing to avoid?
----------------------------------
KOAN 97: 
How do we avoid being psychopaths if there is no one to be victimized?
----------------------------------
KOAN 98:
If form is empty, what is the difference between the emptiness of a living form and the emptiness of a dead one?
----------------------------------
KOAN 99: 
If all containers that hold content have an outside, why are we unable to find the outside of the universe's container?
----------------------------------
KOAN 100: 
If form is empty, how can one abide both in harmony and in disharmony with it?
----------------------------------

